
Designers who get it  G ET PAI D WHAT TH E Y ’ R E WO RTH , 

AN D G ET O F FE R E D A S E AT AT TH E CO N F E R E N C E TAB LE .

Are you a freelance designer? 

Congratulations, you’re competing with as many as 10 million freelance designers in the US alone. In 
addition, design mills like eLance and 99Designs are popping up all over the web, putting the services 
of designers up for the lowest bid.

The ironic part is, YOU M AY B E YOU R OWN TOUG H E ST COM PETITOR 

When marketing directors calculate budgets, they’re confused about what they should be spending 
on design. Professional designers’ hourly rates range from below $50 an hour to well above $200. 
With a cost range like this, how do they know if they’re getting a good value? 

A designer who gets it has the ability to transform a client’s perspective from a calculation of cost, to 
an appreciation of value. Are you actively doing that?

Are you a designer who gets it?  A S K YOU R S E LF TH E S E Q U E STION S

Do you speak the language of business?

Do you begin by asking about your client’s overall business goals, and by suggesting how a design 
solution might help accomplish them? When your client hasn’t made this clear, do you persist with 
intelligent, probing questions? A designer who gets it can’t do her job without this information.

Do you understand how the job fits into your client’s overall marketing program?

Designers who get it know that no piece of marketing stands alone. Every piece of communication 
needs to further amplify their client’s brand message, marketing strategy, sales efforts and customer 
relationships. Continued...

Are your clients giving you an important seat at the table when business and marketing strategies  
are being discussed?



A designer who gets it looks way beyond the visual decoration, deep into the heart of his client’s 
marketing strategy. In fact he makes numerous suggestions about how to improve things his client 
never asks about. (Yes, designers who get it can occasionally be a pain in the ass, but they come to 
be valued for this trait by good clients.)

Do you allow clients to haggle excessively over the price of a job?

A designer who gets it understands how much work and experience it takes to create an effective 
outcome and he can effectively convey it to his clients. When a prospective clients tries to haggle 
excessively over the quote, he’ll politely decline the project. 

The biggest factor that makes estimating a job tricky for a designer is guessing how difficult a client 
will be. If a client is demanding up front, the designer realizes his estimate should be higher. This 
doesn’t mean there’s no room for informed negotiation, but a designer who gets it is not shy about 
getting paid for the value he provides.

Do you take the long perspective? 

A client may say “I just want to get the damn web site up”, but the designer who gets it won’t let a 
client get off that easily. 

She’ll ask questions like: Why does it need to be up quickly? What is the site meant to accomplish? 
How will the site content create demand, and convert prospects into customers? How does the site 
fit into your overall marketing and sales process? 

A designer who gets it acts as if her client will be around for a long time, even if this is the only job 
she ever does for them.

If you want to work with clients who get it, TH IS IS  TH E ON LY KI N D  
OF DE S IG N E R YOU ’ LL E VE R WANT TO B E . 
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